Code scalability, crucial on any parallel system, determines how well parallel code avoids becoming a bottleneck as its host computer is made larger. Scalability of computer code can be estimated by statistically designed experiments ihat empirically approximate a multivariate Taylor expansion of the code's execution response function. Each suspected code bottleneck corresponds to a first-order term in the expansion, the coeficient for that term indicating how sensitive execution is to changes in the suspect location. However, it is the coefficients for second-order interactions between code segments and the number of processors that are fundamental in discovering which program elements limit parallel speedup. Extending an earlier formulation, a new unified view via these second-order terms yields an informal scaling test of high utility in code development.
Background
From earliest days, computing has employed various performance statistics to guide the design, writing and tuning of code [SI. By far the most popular statistics are counts and timings that profile computing demands of pieces of code within a program. These pieces can be procedures, segments of straightline code or even single statements [3] [6]. On a uniprocessor, the classical von Neumann machine, gathered profiles reveal clearly where a program consumes available computing cycles.
Profiles become more confused on multipleinstruction, multiple-data (MIMD) stream parallel systems. For one thing, the straightforward linear thread of serial computation is replaced by many concurrent threads. A consequence of this is a computation state space that grows combinatorially with the size of the host. Whereas a single executing thread
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clearly defines a program state, this is now only part of a product state space defined over all processors. To see the problem, imagine a serial program with six major states. Suppose a parallel version of this code is replicated on each processor node of a MIMD system. This parallel program running on 16 processors now has a (naive) state space of 616 w 2.8 x 10l2 states! Now if the system is symmetric in its nodes, it may not matter whether node 5 is substate 3 and node 6 is substate 4 or vice versa. This will merge states that are only different orderings of the same (macro)state. Nonetheless, as the scalable host system grows to 256 or more nodes, state-based execution categories become awkward and problematic.
Yet another profiling problem arises with the parallel version; some substates are dependent upon actions in neighboring nodes. Since parallel copies of the program are cooperating together, this is not unexpected. A substate may wait for a message. However, profiling information on these latencies (waiting periods) is not always a reliable hint on the true causes of the waitings. In many cases, latencies are like slack variables. They indicate waste, but fail to supply a true indication of problem source; e.g., which node was too slow in sending which message, and at what point? In contrast, the serial program's states often identify a certain amount of computing that must be done. A high profile indication for a state then indicates (i) a heavy computation load in the state, or (ii) poor quality code. A parallel substate with a latency, which is a dependency, lacks such a clear indication.
Thus, applied to scalable parallel programs, conventional execution statistics and their interpretation metrics are often stressed badly. Nonetheless, successful code improvement depends upon identifying the more sensitive segments within a program, so that severe bottlenecks can be corrected. It is fortunate that execution profilings are not the only avenue to performance improvement. 
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Probe for (A) t Table 2 , column B effect-by-effect as (A+B)/2. Similarly, incorporate second-order interaction effects (A-B)/2 that predict changes in main effects v i s -h i s scaling factor s. Linear interpolation is compatible with the (linear) response expansion in Tables 1 and 2 . (Assumptions behind the expansion are discussed shortly.) The interaction effecta &# in Table 3 predict scaling succm explicitly and quantitatively. For instance, the scaling interaction PF2,# = 0.09 for factor F 2 is greater than zero; factor F 2 therefore does not scale, since its main effect grows larger as processors are added. A more negative interaction Pild in Table 3 implies a more scalable factor.
Scalability assay for an isolated factor
While Table 3 is a definite improvement over Tables   1 and 2 , it still tests numerous code segments together.
In the next refinement, the scaling test is simplified to work on a single code segment.
An example that generalizes
Imagine a scaling assessment for a routine cd(), which is a major parallel phase of a hypothetical parallel program. By obvious substitution of subject code or measured response, steps and formulae for this exercise generalize to other specimen programs and systems. The evaluation employs DEX to establish how changes in cd() and s affect system performance, here measured with overall program run time as the response.
Factor cd() is represented with setting Xed = -1 for the original cd() and X c d = +1 for another modified copy cd'() with an added delay. These variants offer performance differences needed for the investigation.
As mentioned earlier , the SP delay simulates efficiency changes in cd(). This delay is much easier to insert and adjust than are actual modifications to the computational code. The added SP must be large enough to have an effect above background experiment noise, but not be so large as to slow or distort experiments significantly (cf. discussion in [7] ). X, = -1 denotes a host system configuration of p processors, while X, = +1 indicates a larger configuration of p' > p processors.
Notice that settings for code (original/delayed) and host scale (smaller/larger) both correspond to input domains of [-1, +1] . Statistical experiment designs and analyses are always expressed via such normalized input and must be interpreted within this context. [l] ). This might, for example, capture the hyperboladike curvature in the response that would be expected from scaling with ideal load balancing and low levels of inter-process communicsr tion. As it is, the linear (Goefficients) model includes an important interaction term 4 X c d X , . Whenever X e d and x, agree in sign, led,, = +I. Otherwise = -1. Thus, the response model b:
PcdXcd + pix, + ped,.Icd,, + P = R ( X e d , X , ) ( i )
In Table 4 Next, consider term Ped = 2.25, which expresses the sensitivity of the system response to changes in cd().
Since Ped is well outside the 2SEp noise band, e aciency changes to cd from delays are significant. But the main question is whether ped grows or diminishes with s, the scaling factor. The interaction term, Ped,, = 0.25 > 0.20 = 2(SEp(, indicates a failure in scaling for P e d , the latter term growing mildly with increasing scale s. R is thus increasingly sensitive to changes in cd() as processors are added.
Remaining circumstances:
Whenever both P, < -21SEp I and Ped,, < -21SEp I, the scalability assessment of cd() is not immediately obvious through inspection. A scaling proportionality is one useful criterion that can be applied. For the criterion to make sense, all terms p , Pa, P e d , and must be significant.
The idea is to restrict the estimated sensitivity'of cd() under scaling to at most its current relative importance & / p . Thus, if through speedup p becomes half of its present value, then the corresponding ped must be at most half of its current value. The scaled value of P e d is predicted via slope Ped,# , so this slope must descend at least in proportion to PI, which predicts scaling change in p. Expressing this in terms of the known values:
Conclusions
Strong, general mathematical formulations from DEX serve excellently in designing a scalability test for parallel code. Inserted synthetic delays further rid any need to modify original coding; this expedites DEX setups and avoids recoding errors. Methods and calculations for the scalability test apply to any segment of parallel code. The test requires neither special instrumentation nor custom, detailed models. Independent of system, programming language, and software specimen, the scalability test provides a portable, quick and easy assay that can guide deeper investigations into causes. 
Taylor's expansion (Appendix B)
A Taylor Given ( x -a) as the displacement from point a,
A more complex but essentially identical expansion holds for cases when f has multiple arguments. Thus for the multivariate response functions in DEX, Box, Hunter and Hunter remark that "the main effects and interactions can be associated with the terms of a Taylor series expansion of a response function. Ignoring, say, three-factor interactions corresponds to ignoring terms of third-order in the Taylor expansion" ([2], p.374). It is revealing to examine this remark in closer detail.
Let R ( x l , x 2 , 2 3 , ..., x k ) be a multivariate response function with k input variables corresponding to k factors of interest. The Taylor expansion of R is chosen about a = 0, so that (z -a) = x . Such a choice centers the expansion amid settings of x j = f l , in correspondence to DEX convention:
For screening experiments (including the scaling test), a two-level setting of factors is usually adequate; this implies that any second or higher order derivatives in the same variable are insignificant relative to the first-order derivatives. Here, they are thus assumed to be identically zero, e.g., 82R/axj2 I 0 in equation (i) above. The term R(6) in ( i ) corresponds in the DEX formulation to p , the average response over all settings. Also note that the average DEX setting of the inputs X i is zero; this stems from a deliberate design in DEX treatment patterns. The change of variable X i + x i is consequently straightforward. Derivatives that are not identically zero correspond to DEX / 3 coefficients. Thus 8R/8xj = pj and similarly d2R/8x$xj = p i , j . The product x i x j in equation ( i )
should look familiar, for it is the second-order interaction Ii,j G X i X j as defined in the DEX formulation. Applying all these substitutions in equation ( i ) produces a result that matches a standard DEX formulation:
( i i )
Equation ( i i ) demonstrates that DEX analysis does capture expansion terms of a system's response function, as asserted by Box, Hunter and Hunter.
